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« Guillaume Pilet describes himself—although he already counts among 
today’s established young Swiss artists—as an interested amateur in the 
world of art. In his works, he skillfully juggles between high and low, art and 
do-it-yourself, and, in so doing, incessantly blurs the boundaries between 
the genres. Naïve forms and motifs, simple materials and techniques such as 
wood, ceramic, batik or sponge painting, and everyday objects are 
intermixed with references and figures from art history and the sciences. He 
energetically blends intuition and careful analysis, aesthetics of bad taste 
and distinguished chic. » 

Sabine Rusterholz Petko

« In a present that sees much contemporary art practice — so keen to 
perform diagnostically while unabashedly tacking its postulations onto the 
broader stories that apparently define our age, Pilet's enigmatic and 
introspective world gives us pause for a different kind of reflection; one that 
is not necessarily thought so much as it is felt. » 

Jamie Sutcliffe

Gallery representation in Geneva, Switzerland: 

Galerie Joy de Rouvre

https://www.galeriejoyderouvre.ch/expositions/?/past/2018/


http://www.guillaumepilet.com
https://www.galeriejoyderouvre.ch/expositions/?/past/2018/


Guillaume Pilet’s art blurs the borders between the usual categories. If painting is often in 
the centre of the process, conceptually and practically, what is displayed to the viewers is 
taking many forms. Always proposed as something to be felt and experienced, Pilet’s 
exhibitions and performances are questioning the intimate and the universal.


Pilet’s encompassing environments are composed of paintings, wallpaintings, videos, 
drawings, performances, sculptures and ceramics… as well as more recently an 
experimental pop opera entitled The Dramaticon.


Last year in Shanghai, he explored the iconic tradition of blue underglaze decoration on 
porcelain throughout a series of about 40 objects.


Back to Shanghai from July to December 2019, attending the classy Swatch Art Peace 
Hotel residency program, Pilet is to originate a new ambitious body of works.  



Selected exhibition views and performance projects:


� 


An immersive wallpainting in 2018 at the Geneva gallery Joy de Rouvre.




A similar pattern wallpainting extended to a larger scale, in 2016.




A poetic transdisciplinary display in Nottingham during the summer of 2017.


In 2014 a very comprehensive solo exhibition held at he Kunsthaus Glarus, in Switzerland.




A playful tribute to famous apes, as exhibited in 2016 at Kunsthaus Aarau.


An early solo exhibition in Paris, in 2008, with different kinds of objects, sculptures and 
ceramics, framed by a large tie-and-dye fabric background.

 



In 2018, a 90 minutes opera was created in Lausanne, Switzerland. A colorful yet 
melancholic drama exploring the mysteries of life on pop melodies.


  





https://www.artinamericamagazine.com/reviews/guillaume-pilet/
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